Abstract. The carbon emission control enterprises whose cognition and response of forestry carbon sequestration offset mechanism are integrated into a Bayesian network, which reveals the mechanism of forestry carbon sequestration demand and simulates from multi-dimensions such as the emission reduction, offset ratio, price determination, risk sharing of forestry carbon sequestration and etc. The study proves that the demand for forestry carbon sequestration is a dynamic process of the complicated action among the carbon emission control enterprises and the environmental factors. Although the carbon emission control enterprises shows high recognition and accreditation of increasing carbon sequestration and reducing emission of forest, confronted with the abundant carbon quota as well as the unclear expectation of forestry carbon sequestration, the expected proportion of forestry carbon sequestration to CCER and the willingness to buy forestry carbon sequestration are not high, and the prices of forestry carbon sequestration are inclined to be dominated by the government and the risks are shared by both trading parties. Thus, the government should promote the allocation of emission quotas and forestry carbon sequestration into the national carbon emissions trading system through the carbon trading system innovation, while stabilizing prospective earnings from purchasing of forestry carbon sequestration.
Introduction
The development of carbon emissions trading market has been highly valued by the Chinese government. In 2017, the national carbon market has been launched. By 2020, 100,000 enterprises will be subsumed. It is of great significance not only to explore the potential demand of forestry carbon sequestration from emission-control enterprises, but also to increase the flexible compliance options of emission-control enterprises by Chinese Certified Emission Reduction (CCER). For the enterprises, there are cognitive and operational differences in the role and offsetting mechanism of forestry carbon sequestration in coping with climate change. And the forestry carbon sequestration demand is also decided by emission-reduction technology, carbon asset management capabilities, production scale, social responsibility, market competitiveness of the enterprises. However, the above demand mechanism of forestry carbon sequestration are notably based on the existing emission reduction efficiency, willingness to pay, and other related research has not been fully disclosed. Therefore, based on the Bayesian network model, this paper incorporates the corporate features and their relationships with the carbon market, the understanding of the offset mechanism into a unified mode. By simulation, the conclusions were finally drawn about the correlation strength and prior probability of the purchase intention, price decision, risk sharing of forestry carbon sequestration.
Literature Review
Under the environment of cap and trade, the enterprises shall consider the implementation mechanism of forestry carbon sequestration project and its price to make business decisions [1, 2] . Some scholars construct a stochastic model [3, 4] ; others have compared and analyzed the cost-benefit under different emission reduction decisions such as adopting green new technologies [5, 6] , participating in carbon emission trading, and investing in carbon sequestration projects [7, 8] or use mathematical programming models to make empirical research on firms' emission reduction decisions [9, 10] . Since the enterprises' practice and information on the demand of forestry carbon sequestration are not sufficient and the uncertainty is extremely strong, it is found that the demand mechanism of the enterprises is still not clear. Using Bayesian network not only can express and analyze the uncertain and probabilistic events of the enterprises for carbon market transactions, integrate the impact of individual model analysis results to obtain more systematical simulation results, but also help to reveal the characteristics, recognition of forestry carbon sequestration and the intrinsic correlation of the enterprises [11] .
Mechanism of Forestry Carbon Sequestration Demand
This paper constructs the demand mechanism model of forestry carbon sequestration shown in Figure  1 . It takes the education level, industries, positions and departments of the respondents from the enterprises as the preconditions for perceiving the demand for forestry carbon sequestration. We examine the willingness of enterprises to buy forestry carbon sequestration under different conditions, the proportion of offsetting CCERs, whether or not forcibly purchased, the carbon price decision, the risk-sharing mode, and some of the relevant requirements such as the probability of occurrence or reverse introduced in a certain price decision and risk-sharing mechanism, the enterprise's willingness to buy forestry carbon sequestration and the necessity of mandatory purchase, etc. The above model is an extension of the Bayesian rule, which consists of 20 nodes (the meaning of each node is shown in Table 1 ) and 35 pieces of directed links. Each node represents a random variable. Each directed link represents a direct dependency between variables, and each node has a probability distribution, so we give both quantitative and qualitative meanings. Bayesian networks can input and output data flexibility, manipulate small or non-complete data sets with expert advice, and allow additions or deletions of variables without significantly affecting the rest of the network; In particular, it graphically describes data, and the interrelationship is clear and easy to understand, which helps to reflect the demand mechanism and carry out the simulation research by using the relationship between the data. 
Simulation of Forestry Carbon Sequestration Demand
The research entrusted Shanghai Carbon Exchange to conduct a questionnaire survey and interview with 168 employee from carbon trading pilot enterprises of power, steel and chemical industry in Shanghai. In the Bayesian network, the survey data are sorted out and the initial value of the variables and their distribution probabilities are defined. At the same time, the conditional probability values of multiple random variables are matched to describe the relationship between the prior probability and the posterior probability as shown in Figure 2 . And the weight of the link segment shows the strength of the correlation between the variables. Some parameters are adjusted in the initial state of Bayesian network. Through the machine learning method, after all the parameters are updated a set of simulation results will be obtained. For example, setting "FCR_offset" in the CCER offset carbon emissions as the target variable, and the target value should be 10% or more of the forest carbon sequestration. The probability of identity reached 100%, and the simulation results shown in Figure 3 . Compared with the initial state, if the control organization consistently agreed that the share of forest carbon sinks in the CCER offset carbon emissions is more than 10%, then from its prior probability, the proportion of acceptable CCER and the willingness of purchasing forestry carbon sequestration will be reduced. Judging from its after-effects, the proportion of enterprises that agree on market-determined prices for carbon sequestration of forestry has been significantly raised. The result shows that the proportion of CCERs in forestry carbon sequestration increased based on the lower CCER ratio and the willingness to buy less forest carbon sequestration, which actually reflects the lack of demand for forestry carbon sequestration. The deeper incentive is not controlled rather than knowing enough about forestry carbon sequestration transactions and CCERs, but they faced the external environment of abundant carbon allowances and imperfect offsetting mechanisms. Enterprises did not have the technical pressure to reduce emissions and did not know whether CCERs for forestry carbon sequestration could be used. Compared with other emission reduction projects, enterprises have not over-raised their expectation on forestry carbon sequestration. According to the demand mechanism of forestry carbon sinks in control enterprises, and following the above Bayes rule, the conditional probability of the enterprises' cognition, evaluation and demand expectation of forestry carbon sequestration can be calculated by the field survey data and changing the state parameters
Conclusion and Discussion
Based on the Bayesian network method, this study simulates the demand mechanism of emission-control enterprises for forestry carbon sequestration. It draws a series of variable correlation intensity and conditional probability which affect the demand, and the conclusions are as follows:
(1) The demand of enterprises for forestry carbon sequestration is not only affected by policies and markets in the traditional research, but also the dynamic processes under the complex action of perception, cognition, behavior and environmental factors from the enterprises themselves; (2) Given the priori probability in the Bayesian network, the enterprise's cognition of CCER is highly correlated with the enterprise's judgment of using carbon sequestration mechanism to reduce emissions and promote the corporate image through low-carbon environmental behavior.
(3) Based on the clue of "individual characteristics-cognition -environment -evaluation -demand -expectation", the conditional probability can provide a unified expression to reflect the complex causality of the enterprises' demand for forestry carbon sequestration.
(4) The managers and professional technicians from energy sector have a higher level of understanding of forestry carbon sequestration transactions and CCER. However, due to the current over-quota of carbon trading markets, the imperfect CCER mechanism and high technology of emission reduction, the first choice for enterprises is policy co-ordination with quotas and CCER.
To sum up, through the development of the carbon market to solve the contradiction between environmental protection and economic development, the transaction subjects involved, the trading products and the compliance mechanism are complicated. Only the enterprises have more stable expectation on forestry carbon sequestration, just like the flexibility of compliance, risk sharing between the two parties etc., the demand of forestry carbon sequestration could be stimulated.
